INNOVATION
TIME

Since 1951, we have been dedicated to crafting the most advanced innovative product solutions that help facilities stand out and guests take notice.

No one has delivered innovation over time like SICO®.

We see your facility not for what it is, but what it can be. As your go-to source for premier quality product solutions, we’ll help you get more out of every square inch, while making it easier for your staff.

Every SICO® solution is forged from insights, engineered through innovation and built to last.

The Trusted Go-To Company
The services and products developed to create the Enriched Dining Experience give k-12 schools and Food Service Directors the opportunity to create exciting and engaging dining spaces that attract students, boost school spirit and increase profitability.

**Increase Profitability**
Successfully compete with other off campus & vending options. Increase revenue year-over-year.

**Create Flexibility**
Dining and commons areas require mobile furniture solutions that create multifunctional spaces.

**Improve Experience**
Student participation increases. Better traffic flow, which means shorter, faster lines. Exceed guests’ expectations with a design that rivals their favorite restaurants.

**Boost School Spirit**
Improve participation, behavior and performance. Increased community visibility while nurturing school pride and staff morale.

**Turnkey Solution**
From design to installation, SICO® creates a unique and engaging dining experience that maximizes seating, allows for flexible configurations and increases participation, an enriched dining solution from start to finish.

**Free Interior Design Consultation**
From small renovations to a complete transformation, our certified Interior designers will help you create engaging dining and commons spaces.

**A Diverse Product Line**
A diverse product line of dining tables, booths, chairs, graphics packages, trash receptacles and serving line accessories offered in a wide variety of finish options providing an endless array of creative options.
TABLE SOLUTIONS

With so much riding on your tables, you need a partner you can trust. Count on SICO® for the diverse solutions, solid workmanship and innovative features to make every set-up smooth and every experience perfect.

Classroom & Meeting Tables
Creating flexible configurations and collaborative learning spaces is easy with SICO's classroom and meeting tables. Reconfigure a classroom into a computer lab, conference hall and much more. Create engaging spaces that one person can reconfigure to their daily needs.

Commons Tables
These tables are a natural draw for socializing, used in commons and dining spaces to facilitate conversation and sharing. Available in several styles they are a natural draw for students and faculty.

Cafeteria Tables
Serving thousands of schools, churches and community centers, SICO® cafeteria tables have a legendary reputation for reliability and style. Customize color options or add your logo to almost any table. Explore our complete lineup to find the look and functionality you need.
Experience the Comfort Stool

The name “Comfort Stool” says it all. With the stool’s exclusive curvature shape* providing 20% more surface area, it’s simply more comfortable for students to sit on for longer periods of time. A better experience for the students to enjoy lunchtime. Opt for the Accent Guard to keep gum and mashed potatoes out. Match or contrast colors to create just the right look.

TC-65

Our TC-65 design combines spacious top surfaces along with individualized comfort, all in one smooth-rolling solution. Dual-sided seating enhances group connectivity yet the stool seats offer plenty of personal space. These tables go from stationary to mobile in seconds and eliminate the noisy banging that comes with chairs. Choose from dozens of stylish table and seating combinations!

BY-65

SICO® BY-65 bench-style tables help you maximize seating and storage in tight spaces. Benches take up less room than chairs, help keep aisles clear, and make underneath sweeping and cleaning easier. Plus, the BY-65 nests easily for compact storage – taking up 50% less space than regular cafeteria tables. Get the laminate, leg frame and Armor-Edge® colors you want for a totally customized look.

*Patent pending

Accent Guard Optional
CAFETERIA TABLES

Exclusive SICO® Strut™

The SICO® mechanical strut is engineered exclusively for SICO® mobile cafeteria tables. The strut delivers consistent, repeatable lifting performance for the LIFETIME of the table. There are no exposed operating components. No parts to replace. No adjustments to be made. No lubricating required.

3-In-1 ConverTable

Get three different uses out of this one versatile solution! True to its name, the ConverTable, can be instantly transformed from a single testing table with bench seating, to a bench unit for auditorium-style seating, or to social-dining mode in which two units are linked together. Why buy extra tables that each serve just one function when this solution does it all?

Graduate

Increase space efficiencies by 20-25% with the Graduate, our sleek solution with attached seating that promotes close-in communication. Available in unique oval or octagonal designs with stools or benches. With today’s most popular colors, the Graduate helps you avoid the noise, cumbersome handling and inefficient spacing that come with chairs.

Communicator

The Communicator is the only mobile, folding cafeteria table that provides 12 seats and 23” of spacing in a 10’ long unit. It empowers group communication by enabling eye-to-eye contact yet also offers each person a comfortable space in which to eat or work. Plus, operation is easy: just press the eye-level handle to unlock the latch and let the SICO® Strut™ assist in lowering the table slowly into the open and set positions.
CAFETERIA TABLES

Our Pacer tables are just as impressive in storage as they are in service. When not in use, they fold easily for compact, upright placement in even tight areas. Another space challenge solved!

Nesting Storage

With the Pacer's smart design and variety of shapes, you can fit more tables into one space and increase your seating capacity by up to 32%. Plus, its stylish, yet rugged, frame can be folded and rolled effortlessly into storage – by just one staff member. That’s SICO® simplicity.

Pacer II

The Pacer II takes the Pacer’s durable design and style to the next level. With its seamless tabletop, reinforced with SICO® Armor-Edge® edging, and attractive colors and shape options, the ultra-mobile Pacer II empowers you to quickly transform any area into a productive meeting or dining space.
COMMONS TABLES

Combine in Unique Configurations

The right configurations can ease flow and seat more guests than conventional layouts. Create multilevel arrangements to add depth and interest to the experience of your space. Try mixing and matching to create a space that can function as more than just one event type.

Community

SICO® Community tables are a natural draw for socializing. Used in common and dining spaces to facilitate conversation and sharing. With options like locking casters or built-in power, community tables are a natural draw for everyone.

Tops & Bases

Mix & match SICO® table tops & bases to create the ideal design for your space. All tops are constructed with high pressure laminate surface that can be customized to your exact specifications. Choose from a variety of shapes, sizes, top thicknesses and heights to create an inspiring dining experience.
Design sense meets common sense. Our stunning nesting tables create a variety of arrangement options to meet multiple usage needs, while also offering practical, space-saving storage simplicity. Now that’s smart!

Nest for Storage, Nest for Style

Nest for Storage, Nest for Style

Nest for Storage, Nest for Style

Live Edge

With their rustic, Maple or Oak tops, these tables exude a truly natural charm. A perfect choice for facilities that want an organic, natural look.

Nest for Storage, Nest for Style

Nest for Storage, Nest for Style

Nesting Tables-Wood Legs

Nesting Tables-Wood Legs

Nesting Tables-Wood Legs

Hand-crafted from Red Oak or Maple wood veneers in a variety of finishes. These nesting tables feature a classic, clean, simple design. Arrange in traditional or unconventional layouts creating unique serving and action stations. Available in a set or sold separately.

Nesting Tables-Metal Legs

Nesting Tables-Metal Legs

Nesting Tables-Metal Legs

Arrange in traditional or unconventional layouts creating unique serving and action stations. Crafted from tubular steel and your choice of top options in a variety of finishes that complement any décor.
COMMONS TABLES

Save BIG on Storage

Flip and nest the Socializer table within the adjacent table and roll it easily into and out of storage. The Diamond Cross Frame can be stored most efficiently on a caddy with up to 18* other tables.

*Caddy storage capacity will depend on table size.

Socializer

Elevate your guests’ experiences with our Socializer selections. Featuring tiered heights that complement a sit-down dining or standing social event, these versatile favorites maximize your serving flexibility.

Diamond Cross Frame

The elegant, intuitive design of the Diamond Cross Frame tables makes any event a show stopper. The reversible tops and configurable construction makes any arrangement possible for any event. The top lifts off with no clasps or triggers and the frame folds flat. Simply roll the tops and frames into and out of storage on one of our table caddies.
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How do we fit so much catering innovation into such a small space? By creating tables that can roll, fold and nest into each other to store in a compact space – until your next big upscale event or classroom demonstration.

Nesting Storage

True to its name, our Sophisticate catering table is a classy combination of style, mobility and durability. Ideal for any upscale event – from catering to culinary school – Sophisticate tables are available in a variety of materials including laminate and granite composite. Optional holding or induction cooking units built right into its durable tabletop. You’ll be assured that your dishes are at the ideal temperature, from the first serving to the last.

Sophisticate
We know that your commitment to creating a unique student experience is endless, but your facilities’ space is not. That’s why our rugged catering tables also fold down easily for compact storage allowing you to store multiple tables in a tight footprint.

Compact Storage

Finally, Tables designed to cater to your serving and pre-set needs. Our versatile catering tables can be in the kitchen and rolled into use by one person, reducing labor costs and minimizing noisy meeting interruptions. The versatile racks allow for extra storage.

Catering

Deluxe Catering

A linenless catering option, the deluxe catering table combines an upscale look, with a large serving area. Available in a variety of laminate options, this table combines style, mobility, and durability in one elegant package.
You’ll be amazed at how our expansive meeting tables can offer such generous surface areas for guests yet fold down into such a narrow space for storage. And they’ll roll away with ease on our solid, smooth swiveling casters.

**Fold for Transport & Storage**

The SICO® Seminar folding table combines a classic style and shape with modern engineering. It offers a host of features to make daily use easier – from one-person handling to streamlined set-ups and take-downs to our rugged Armor-Edge® that protects against bumps and dings. Choose from a variety of eye-catching laminate colors and designs.

**Seminar**

You won’t find a more versatile and reliable folding table than our trusted LB solution. Preferred by schools, hotels and entertainment venues around the world, it’s ideal as a head-table or can be easily rolled into use for foodservice, meetings and banquets. And it’s available in nearly 200 laminate top colors, so you can find the style that suits your décor.

**LB**
Nesting Storage

Your hard-working staff will appreciate how our MultiApp Tables and Flip-Tech Meeting & Workspace Tables fold and nest together effortlessly and can be stored away in a remarkably small space.

CLASSROOM & MEETING TABLES

MultiApp IIS

With its clean, classic colors and lines, this table makes a statement. Featuring dual-sided seating and ample leg room, the MultiApp IIS lives up to its name as a multi-purpose table. Use as a conference, catering, or cafeteria table. The applications are limitless. Durable swivel casters make mobility easy.

Flip-Tech

Flip-Tech Meeting & Workspace Tables offer a flexible solution for any meeting or workspace environment. Customizable in a variety of shapes, sizes, and finishes, tables can be linked together to create unique configurations and store in minimal space. Flip-Tech Tables provide a stylish and versatile solution for any environment.

MultiApp

With the mobile, versatile MultiApp table, you can be meeting-ready in seconds. It requires no caddy so it can be rolled into action by just one person. Choose from a variety of trending laminate colors to match your décor – each with our rugged Armor-Edge® edging. Also available with data ports.
We apply as much engineering innovation to product storage as we do product performance. For example, our spacious conference tables fold down quickly into a tight vertical formation and can be rolled away in seconds by just one person. It doesn’t get much easier than that.

Compact Storage

With its upscale boat-shaped look and compelling contours, this table will enhance your reputation as a premier meeting venue. It combines the beauty of a traditional conference table with our legendary durability and easy fold-and-roll design. It even features an optional built-in data port and outlet to power winning presentations.

Conference Table

classroom & MEETING TABLES
CLASSROOM & MEETING TABLES

Transport Caddies Give You a Leg Up

Minimize staff strain and downtime by using our heavy-duty transport caddies to stack and move our folding leg tables with ease. Each features built-in angle support bars and side rails to keep tables snug and secure and keep your operation rolling.

Linenless FLT

These premium folding leg tables are built to last from edge to edge with heavy-duty legs, aircraft lock-nuts and bolts and our rugged Armor-Edge® technology. Choose either plywood or from a wide variety of laminates to create a linenless look. With a choice of three leg styles, a variety of sizes and an optional modesty panel, these tables fit nearly any need or space configuration.
SEATING & BOOTH SOLUTIONS

When you’re looking for dependable performance, it has to be SICO®. We’re proud to offer a complete line of innovative seating solutions that bring solid support and impeccable style.

Booths

Multipurpose areas require furniture to be flexible. SICO® booths are designed to be just that. With a seemingly endless variety of materials and configurations our booths will make your space stand out and function flawlessly.

Soft Seating

Attractive accent seating helps create the perfect gathering areas. Combined our drum stools and upholstered chairs to create a social hub or intermix in the cafeteria and commons areas. Creating comfortable gathering spaces is simple.

Chairs & Stools

Chairs and stools designed to add comfort and functionality to any space. Explore our complete offering to create the look that captures your school spirit.
Customize to Perfection

Industrial or traditional, seated table top height or bistro height, adding the right chair or stool design creates visual variety and adds interest to any facility.

High-Top Chairs

Pair perfectly with high-top tables so your students stay comfortable. Available in a wide array of styles, finishes and colors so your school pride can shine.

Chairs

SICO® Chairs add the final touch to your space’s functionality. Customize with logos or let our design team create a look that captures your school spirit.

Stools

Stools save space and add functionality. Push them under the table when not in use, or put them anywhere in the room for a nice place to stand out, or join in with others. Both high-top and low-top heights available.
Durable, High-Wear Fabrics

Durable, High-Wear Fabrics: Designed to meet the rugged demands of busy schools. A seemingly endless variety of attractive and stylish finishes allows you to creating a unique look for any space.

Drum Stools

Drum stools combine whimsy and practicality. These sturdy bases support the fully upholstered cylindrical seat for a comfortable and easy to maneuver seating option. A fun chair substitute at dining tables or multi-use spaces. Flexible and fun, drum stools are the seating choice that students love.

Soft Seating

Soft Seating-Chairs

Add comfort and texture to any cafeteria. Perfect for providing varied seating, the lounge chairs can be pushed together to create a sofa for maximized seating or arranged in groups for conversation nooks. Comfortable, casual and flexible. A perfect option for multi-use spaces.
Caster Transport

Just tilt and move! The Pilot booth brings mobility to cafeterias. Interlocking wheels create a double booth when booths are nested back to back. Easy to move and stylish in design, which adds flexibility to a cafeteria without sacrificing the intimacy of booth seating.

Booths

Dining spaces are now serving multiple purposes requiring furniture to be flexible and customizable. SICO® Booths are designed to be just that. Choose from 5 types that each have industry leading features. With a seemingly endless variety of materials and configurations, our design team can help you make your space stand out and function flawlessly.
Make It Functional
Organization and flow is important for any dining space. SICO’s accessory dining products are designed to be practical, useful and attractive. Transforming your dining experience has never been so easy.

Welcome Design
SICO’s accessory dining products allow any facility to create a welcoming and inviting space enhancing and improving experiences.

Make It Work For You
We understand that dining and common spaces bring people together. Creating unique spaces that invoke community, school spirit and is inviting for all is important. The best way to do this is with SICO® dining accessories.

ACCESSORY DINING PRODUCT SOLUTIONS
Transform your dining space into a multipurpose space. From graphics to Queue lines, SICO® accessories provide enhanced value by adding the finishing touches for every solution.
**ACCESSORY PRODUCTS**

**Customize to Suit Your Style.**

SICO’s accessory products are customizable. Incorporate your own color scheme or logo to enhance your space, boost school spirit while improving experiences.

**Graphics Packages**

Create an enriched environment that inspires and motivates students with one of our standard graphics packages or design your own.

**Condiment Counter**

The SICO® Condiment Counter provides organization and designates a specific place for condiments to be served and stored. Metal pull handles and stainless steel legs add a contemporary feel to a traditional cafeteria staple. Customize the top by choosing the laminate surface for the base cabinet.

**Queue Lines**

Improve line flow and minimize traffic congestion with SICO® Queue Lines. Available with laminate or metal panels, queuing lines can be set up or converted quickly, highlight entrances or restrict areas.

**Trash Receptacles**

Make SICO® Trash Receptacles part of the aesthetic instead of an eye sore. Solid surface top options are durable, easy to clean, and provides enough space to store empty lunch trays. Customize the laminate sides/top to showcase school spirit by adding a logo and color scheme. Available in classic push door or single top opening styles.
BUFFET STATION SOLUTIONS

Give your culinary creations the presentation they deserve by using SICO® mobile buffet stations to entice, inspire and serve your guests in total style.

DECO Buffet Station

SICO’s Mosaic modular buffet system allows chefs to create the perfect dining experience every time for every event. Designed in consultation with top chefs from around the world this intuitive, lightweight, design can be easily set up and transported. Choose from 17 drop-in modules to get your next event cooking for your specific needs every time.

Ovation Buffet Station

With captivating, classic designs, sizes and component options for serving foods and beverages, our DECO line has everything you need for a premier buffet experience.

Ovation Buffet Station

Bring modern, streamlined style to your buffets with our Ovation line. With everything from carving to warming and side stations, you’ll get practical solutions with a cool, clean, contemporary touch.
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OVATION BUFFET STATION

Ovation Multi-Purpose
This ultra-flexible ambient top station with recessed power receptacles is as versatile as you are, giving your team more space to showcase and serve your culinary delights. From its NSF-certified quartz top to its decorative fascia, it’s the ideal combination of performance and style.

Carving Station
Bring the excitement of live chef prep to your guests! Complete with a heated cutting tray, two induction warming units, heat lamps and more, this fully loaded mobile unit makes it easy to set up a chef action station throughout your facility.

Cooking Station
Smartly equipped and effortlessly mobile, the Ovation Induction Cooking Station makes it easy to put on a stellar cooking show anywhere in your facility. With two induction cooking units, a full size hotel pan, two bain maries, and a NSF-certified quartz top, the Ovation cooking station is ideal for any hot presentation.

Warming Station
Keep your food warm and your image hot with Ovation. This eye-catching station features three induction warming units that deliver consistent, controlled heat, handy side shelves and a hidden storage cabinet for extra plates. Plus, it’s mobile, so you can take it to where the action is, anywhere in your facility.
Cover for Storage

Don’t forget to include a protective storage cover with your Ovation buffet station order. It’s a smart way to protect your station from dings, scratches and dust, and keep it in pristine condition.

Food & Beverage

With multiple tiers and an attractive fascia, this upscale station will keep your quality foods and beverages chilled for maximum enjoyment. It features a large ice bin with built-in drainage, providing a streamlined set-up for your operations.

Lowerator® Side Station

The non-heated Lowerator® makes dish management simpler and safer. The perfect mobile companion to all Ovation warming and action stations, it can hold dozens of plates, bowls or cups and features a self-leveling system that keeps dishes in the right position for easy access and reduced mishaps.

Ambient Side Station

For buffets that call for a little extra space, these mobile, easy-rolling units make an attractive add-on to any Ovation station. Gain valuable top space to add dishes or decor so you can meet more guest needs – and pull it off with matching Ovation style.

Lowerator® is a registered trademark of the American Wyatt Corporation.
DECO BUFFET STATION

Multi-Purpose
This ultra-flexible ambient top station with recessed power receptacles is a great choice for any serving situation or need. Designed by and for executive chefs, it’s available in a variety alluring body and top patterns.

Hot Plate Warming Station
Keep your foods hot, fresh and at the peak of flavor with this cutting-edge warming station. Featuring a built-in electric tabletop hot plate and three elegant overhead heat lamps, it’ll ensure that your dishes maintain just the right temperature and texture, serving after serving.

Warming Station
This Warming Station wows both chefs and guests. Uniquely engineered to enhance your food presentations, it features three induction warmers for consistent temperature control plus a rugged quartz top, supported by a sturdy steel frame and your choice of stunning cabinet styles.

Cooking Station
With multiple induction cooking units and other innovative tabletop features, eye-catching LED-lit colored panels and unmatched mobility, you can tell this Cooking Station was designed by chefs. Use its flexible, user-friendly design to position units individually or in multiple configurations.

Carving Station
Discover today’s most versatile portable Carving Station. With a large heated carving tray, two induction warming units, heat lamps and more, it creates the perfect stage for your chefs to showcase their culinary skills. Pick a design that matches your facility’s motif!

Side Station
Add tabletop space for extra dishes or a display with a matching Side Station.
DECO BUFFET STATION

Sushi Station

Loaded with upscale features such as a stainless steel refrigeration display unit, the DECO Sushi Station has everything you need to prep, perfect and serve an exotic sushi dining experience. And cleanup is easy too!

Food & Beverage

Put innovation on ice with this advanced mobile solution from SICO®. From the artsy, mosaic pattern of its ice bin to its subtle accent lights, this is today’s smartest and most stylish solution for keeping foods and beverages chilled and delicious.

Warming & Hot Plate Station

With two induction warming units, a large hot plate and two heat lamps, this station is sure to keep your dishes tasting warm, fresh and fantastic. Use as a single action station or in conjunction with other stations.

Bar Station

Serve up cocktails and sodas in style with a classy DECO Bar Station. Mobile and ready for action, it offers thoughtful features such as a spacious stainless steel work surface, ice bin, speed rails, and under-counter storage.

Ice Bin/Lowerator® Side Station

Add a matching Side Station to include an extra ice bin and/or a handy Lowerator® that stacks, organizes and protects your valuable dishes.

Lowerator® is a registered trademark of the American Wyatt Corporation
MOSAIC MODULAR BUFFET STATION

Transport & Storage Caddy
Designed to hold all frames, panels, shelves, bridges and drop-in modules. Easily load and unload the entire buffet system into and out of use, even through elevators and small doorways.

BUFFET STATIONS
Mosaic Modular Buffet Station
SICO’s Mosaic modular buffet system allows chefs to create the perfect dining experience every time for every event. Designed in consultation with top chefs from around the world this intuitive, lightweight, design can be easily set up and transported. Choose from 17 drop-in modules to get your next event cooking for your specific needs every time.
When you’re looking for dependable performance, it has to be SICO®. We’re proud to carry a complete line of innovative portable staging solutions and accessories that bring solid support and impeccable style to any event. Set-up is simple. Take-down is easy. And our variety of mobile solutions make transport and storage stress-free.

**Performance Stages**

Performers have enjoyed SICO® mobile and portable stages for generations, but your staff will believe our stages are the true stars of the show.

When your event requires an elevated platform for small regional or large national events, SICO’s performance stages are a must. Designed to be easy to operate with minimal storage, SICO’s performance stages provide an exceptional value for any venue.

**Meeting Stages**

In event spaces, every day brings a new event and a different presentation need – from small-group sessions to posh galas, some planned for and some not. Stay prepared for whatever the day throws your way with our reliable Meeting & Banquet Stages, with the portability, mobility and easy set-up that’ll keep you ready for any event.

**Theater & Risers**

With SICO® innovations, you can transform your spaces into performance settings in mere minutes. Our stylish and ultra-stable risers and theater offerings deliver the perfect support and backdrop for memorable events, all with the easy set-up and take-down you’d expect from any SICO® solution.
MEETING STAGES

One-Person Operation

With SICO’s mobile stage and riser systems, storage is a snap. Our units can be rolled away in minutes, freeing up your staff to focus on other important tasks.

1800 Series

The dual-height and single height 1800 Series offers all the advantages of a mobile folding stage, plus the added simplicity and speed of built-in height adjustability. Single-person operation means rooms can be turned quickly, with minimal labor. This saves both money and time for your operation.

Tri-Height

Our Tri-Height mobile stage is available with two or three variable height adjustments and reversible decks, making for a versatile system. Designed for maximum set-up flexibility, the Tri-Height can be used as a head table riser, speaker platform, or runway. The possibilities are endless. Single-person operation optimizes labor efficiency.
MEETING STAGES

Storage Caddies
With SICO® stages and risers, storage is no sweat. Our solutions fold and fit easily into our storage caddies and can be rolled away in minutes, freeing up your staff to focus on other important tasks.

X-Press
The SICO® X-Press Stage and Riser is designed with a sturdy build, in a lightweight frame, so it can be easily transported from one application to another. It sets up in a snap, by simply unfolding the frame and laying the deck into place. Choose from multiple deck surfaces, including our innovative Tuff Deck or carpet.

Variable Terrain
A smart, dual-use product that maximizes space and productivity, our Variable Terrain solution can be set up as a performance stage or tiered risers for seated riser, choral or instrumental performances – indoors or out. You’ll get multiple height options and stage units that can be locked together at the same height or in tiered set-ups, for strength and stability across every configuration.

TechLite™+
TechLite™ makes it easy to tailor a stage and riser system to fit small or large spaces – and without the need for tools. With adjustable and fixed heights, optional anti-slip Riga Heka Plus Decking or carpet, our Power Lock™ leg-fastening system and more, TechLite™ is a versatile performer you can count on.

*Patent Pending

STAGES & RISERS
Efficient Storage

SICO® innovation extends beyond the stage, to include storage solutions too. All of our performance stages are designed for secure, compact, low-stress storage, because a great stage shouldn’t have to take up a great amount of space.

Venue Maker Pro™

This is staging innovation from top to bottom. The Venue Maker Pro™ (VMP) includes features no one else offers: top-deck leveling, V-shape frame design for easy under stage access and the smallest storage footprint of any stage in its class. SICO® does it again!*

*Patent Pending
STAGE ACCESSORIES

ADA Ramps
Our ADA-compliant ramps are made up of modular units that set up quickly and easily, and are adaptable to each of our various stages. All ramps are carpeted, include side guardrails and designed with a gradual incline of 1” per foot (2.54 cm/m) for smooth, confident stage entrances and exits.

STAGES & RISERS

STAGE ACCESSORIES

STAGES & RISERS

STAGE ACCESSORIES

ADA Ramps
Our ADA-compliant ramps are made up of modular units that set up quickly and easily, and are adaptable to each of our various stages. All ramps are carpeted, include side guardrails and designed with a gradual incline of 1” per foot (2.54 cm/m) for smooth, confident stage entrances and exits.

Modular Steps
Modular steps are fixed steps that are easy to operate and have a smaller storage footprint than articulating steps. Add extra step platforms to create the necessary height. Each platform rolls and fastens into place with ease so performers can enter and exit the stage gracefully.

Articulating Steps
Articulating steps can be raised and lowered to enable use with a wide variety of stage heights. Steps attach to the top of a stage deck, which provides support for the steps. Available in carpet or black vinyl on the tread.

Chair & Table Stops
These rugged stops help optimize safety by ensuring tables and chairs won’t slide off the stage. Made from steel bars and available in multiple lengths, they attach quickly and rest one-half inch above the surface of the stage deck.
STAGE ACCESSORIES

Accessory Caddies
Our creatively designed caddies provide crucial convenience for time-strapped staff. They enable compact storage and fast transport of accessory units to any location, for a smooth set-up before showtime.

Guardrails & Covers
Safety is always your first priority and SICO® is here to help. Guardrails must be used with all of our stages and risers and we have options to fit all of our systems. We even include rail covers in multiple color selections to fit your staging décor.

Backdrops
Our solid backdrops create a professional look and help focus the audience’s attention on the performers, not on what’s happening backstage.

Enclosure Panels
Use enclosure panels to create a finished look to a stage while adding safety for your performers.

Drapes
SICO® Drapes add a first-class finishing touch to your staging, secured by continuous hook and loop fastener strips that make it extra-easy to attach the skirting. Our draperies are made of attractive, flame-retardant fabric that retains its beauty over years of use.
Easily Fold & Roll

You’ll be amazed at how easily our expansive risers can fold down into such a relatively small footprint and get tucked away into storage until the next use. It means less lifting, bending and carrying for your staff too.

Insta-Theatre®

Go from room to theatre in minutes! Our Insta-Theatre® folding stage system is a full-sized, professional-style theatre that fits against any wall – so you can put on more events without having to commit space or funds to a permanent structure. It unfolds to create an open, stable stage of up to 32’W x 16’D (9.75m x 4.9m), yet consumes just 4.5’ (1.4m) of depth when stored. Insta-Theatre® is today’s smartest combination of sheer style and simplicity.

Harmony Choral Riser

With our innovative Harmony Choral riser, you just roll each self-contained 3- or 4-step unit into place, lower the steps with one fluid motion to the floor, lock it to the next unit, and it’s showtime! Each unit rests on 10-12 solid points of contact, so the risers remain stable and quiet. Preferred by performers and set-up crews, the Harmony Choral Riser will keep your whole school humming.
SICO® invented the first professional portable dance floor in 1964 and continues to stay a step ahead of the competition. In fact, more dance moves and more dance memories have been created on SICO® floors than any other brand! When you want to give your guests the best, it has to be SICO®.

DANCE FLOOR SOLUTIONS

Laminate
Available in a wide variety of stylish laminates, our Cam-Lam® or Starlight II*-solutions for indoor-outdoor use, offer versatility so you can create a first-class dance environment for your guests virtually anywhere. They’re maintenance-free and resist chipping, scratching and fading—protecting your flooring investment. Plus, they feature our positive Cam-Lock system for easy alignment and simple set-up and take-down.

Wood Parquet
For guests who still require the beauty of real wood, our Original and Cam-Lock portable dance floor products are the right choice. They set the industry standard decades ago and still continue to be a popular option today. From their traditional, eye-catching parquet panels to their gold, silver or black Visi-Trim edges and simple set-up, these products are thoughtfully designed for your guests and your staff.

*Patented
Storage Caddies

Save on take-down time and avoid hassles with our smooth-rolling storage caddies. Cleverly designed with separate spaces to hold dozens of panels as well as trim pieces, SICO’s storage caddies make it easy to secure, store and safeguard your floor until the next big event.

Starlight II*

With the rugged Starlight II, the sky’s the limit. This safe, secure portable dance floor is built to withstand the rigors of outdoor use. It combines a high-pressure laminate surface with a high-density fiberglass reinforced foam inner core, positioned between sheets of sturdy aluminum. And our Cam-Lock positive locking system streamlines set-up and tear-down.

Cam-Lam*

The SICO® Cam-Lam dance floor is available in a variety of laminate designs – from a wood-plank to a modern or rustic look, each with a maintenance-free finish that resists scratching and fading. And it features our positive Cam-Lock system for automatic panel alignment and a fast, secure fit – making set-up simple!

*Patented
PARQUET DANCE FLOORS

Trim Finish Options
Wide trim creates a 11 degree transition slope. Easier transition means reduced liability. Available in silver, black and gold.

Original
SICO’s Original portable dance floor is the perfect solution for a facility that requires a durable yet economical portable dance floor. Lightweight and easy to assemble, it provides a solid, stylish foundation for any event.

Cam-Lock
Available in classic Heritage Oak and Natural Oak styles, our Cam-Lock dance floor is ideal for facilities that want the beauty of real wood and the convenience of a quick set-up. With its durable surface and Cam-Lock system that makes it easy to align panels and trim, it’s also the perfect choice for frequent usage.
SICO® Luggage Carts are built for exceptional strength, maximum storage space and durability for the long haul. Plus, each cart is shipped fully assembled and ready to use right out of the box, so you’re always ready to roll.

4-Wheel
Create a great first impression with your guests, with our stylish 4-wheel carts. Combining reliable performance and ample storage with a touch of flair, they’ll enhance the guest experience and your reputation too.

2-Wheel
Our 2-wheel cart folds and stores into a smart, compact footprint yet still has the rugged strength to carry a variety of bulky items. It’s SICO® innovation in motion.
4-WHEEL LUGGAGE CARTS

Select a Style that Suits Your Needs

With our easy-rolling 4-Wheel Luggage Carts, all your needs are covered. We offer multiple designs to meet every luggage transport demand, plus on-trend carpet colors, and steel finish options, so you can get the look you want with the SICO® performance you trust.

Monte Carlo
Maximize hanging space, storage room and luggage protection with the sleek Monte Carlo. Available in a polished or brushed steel finish and with nine carpet color options, it’ll make a great impression at every turn.

Tripoli
Our smooth-gliding, economically priced Tripoli carts feature maximum storage space along with a handy hanger bar for great value and performance. Choose one of nine carpet color options to match your brand and greet guests with confidence.

Cairo
With its sturdy 2" (5 cm) diameter tubular frame construction and standard 3rd vertical retainer bar to prevent luggage from falling off, the Cairo leads our Designer Series of carts. Choose from multiple steel finishes and carpet color options for an on-brand presentation. You can even customize the hanger bar logo space with your property name!
Larger Loads. Smaller Storage Footprint.

An engineering breakthrough, our Bali 2-Wheel Luggage Cart can handle heavy, oversized loads yet folds up for a tight fit in your storage room. It’s a proven, practical, must-have addition to your cart lineup.
There's no end to what you and your guests can do when you tap into the power of the SICO® product portfolio. In addition to the offerings highlighted in this catalog, our lineup includes these additional innovative options. To see more product solutions visit www.sicoinc.com.

Wallbeds
Food Warmers
Room Service

Crowd Control Barriers
Mobile Sleepers

Follow us on LinkedIn